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ABSTRACT 
The new proof is shorter than the original one [1] and emphasizes the important 
role of recoloring of two-color chains in questions related to chromatic number of 
graphs. 
We deal with finite undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges. 
BROOKS' THEOREM. I f  the valencies of  all vertices x of a graph L satisfies 
the condition v(x) <~ s where s ~ 3, and L does not contain a complete 
(s + 1)-graph, then the chromatic number of L is not more than s. 
Assume the contrary, i.e., that there are graphs satisfying all conditions 
of the theorem but having chromatic number more than s, and let L be 
such a graph with minimal number of vertices. Removing any vertex x 
from L we obtain a graph L' colorable with s colors. In each s-coloring 
of L'  it is necessary to use all s colors for the vertices Xx, xz ,..., xt adjacent 
with x in L, because in the opposite case the graph L may be colored with 
s colors. The condition v(x) <~ s implies t = s, and we may consider the 
vertices x l ,  x2 .... , xs to be colored in different colors 1, 2,..., s accordingly. 
Assume that the graph L'  has been colored as above, then: 
1. Vertices xi and xi (i, j = 1, 2,..., s, i :;& j )  are in one and the same 
connected component Cij of  subgraph Bij generated by vertices of colors i 
and j. Otherwise the changing of colors i and j in the component containing 
x~ would give a coloring of L' with the same color of vertices x~ and xs 
(the last being impossible as we have seen above). 
Denote by C~j the connected subgraph of L'  containing the vertex x~ 
(of color i) and generated by vertices of colors i, j. According to 1, the 
vertex xj (of color j )  also belongs to C~. 
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2. Cij is a chain without repeated vertices. The vertex xi on L' is really 
adjacent with one only vertex of the color j, otherwise x~ may be recolored 
in one of the colors different from i, in contradiction to obligatory coloring 
of vertices x l ,  x2 ,..., xs in different colors. In subgraph C~j all vertices, 
except x~ and x j ,  have the valency 2; otherwise one would be able, moving 
from xi to x~, to recolor the first coming vertex of valency more than 2 
in a color different from i and j, so the vertices x~ and x~ would turn to be 
in different components, in contradiction to 1. 
3. The chains Ci~ and Ci~ (i, j ,  k = 1, 2 ..... s; i :/~ j ~- k :/~ i) in L '  
have no common vertex except x~ . Otherwise by recoloring such a common 
vertex in a color different from i, j, k we should receive a coloring in 
which the vertices x~ and xj are not joined by a two-color chain of the 
form C~j, in contradiction to 1. 
As L does not contain a complete (s + 1)-graph, we may consider 
the vertices x l ,  x2 to be not adjacent. Then the chain Cx~ contains a 
vertex y adjacent with xl and different from x2 9 In the chain C1~ (which 
exists because s >/3) we can recolor each vertex of the color 1 in color 3 
and vice versa; but after this the chains C~2 and C~3 will have the common 
vertex y different from x2, which contradicts 3. 
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